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§1. Introduction

By a model we mean a proper class transitive

model of set theory.

We want to investigate to what extent a model V

is determined by its cardinals and the fact that it

satisfies a strong forcing axiom.

Strong forcing axioms:

• MM, PFA, and their fragments.

• Also axioms like Woodin’s (∗), but we won’t

study these here.

The goal of this talk is to present a series of open

problems in this direction and explain the partial

results that have been obtained. This is joint work

with Veličkovic.
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§1. Introduction

We need to start by stating our goal as a more

concrete question. Specifically we want to study

whether ORDω1 is fixed.

So the setting is: V ⊂ W are models of the same

strong forcing axiom and have the same cardinals.

Does ORDω1 ∩ V = ORDω1 ∩W ?

This would provide a concrete obstruction to what

kind of forcing notions can preserve strong forcing

axioms and would complement nicely the preser-

vation results we know of.

Theorem 1.1. 1. (König, Yoshinobu) Assume

PFA and let P be ω2-closed. Then PFA holds

in V P.

2. (Larson) Assume MM and let P be ω2-directed

closed. Then MM holds in V P.
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§1. Introduction

We fix the cardinals to avoid situations like:

• If V has enough large cardinals, then there

are forcing extensions of V where the forcing

axiom holds, but V and this extension W have

little else in common.

• If W has a measurable cardinal κ and V is

the result of iterating a normal measure on

κ, ω-many times, then V ⊂ W are elemen-

tarily equivalent, but V is not closed under

ω-sequences.
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§1. Introduction

• If V has a proper class of completely Jónsson

cardinals, P∞ is the class stationary tower, G

is P∞-generic over V , and W = V [G], then

there is an elementary

j : V →W,

and we can arrange that cp(j) is arbitrarily

high and cfW (cp(j)) = ω.

It seems more natural to fix the cardinal structure

of V than to limit its large cardinal structure.
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§2. Forcing axioms

Part of the intuition behind forcing axioms is the

idea that the universe of sets should be “saturated

enough” in the sense that many sets which it is

possible to have should already exist.

Let K be a class of forcing notions. FA(K ) is the

statement that whenever P ∈ K and (Dα)α<ω1
is

a sequence of predense subsets of P, there is a filter

G ⊆ P that meets each Dα.

• PFA is FA(Proper).

• SPFA = MM is FA(Semiproper)=FA(K ) where

K is the class of forcing notions that preserve

stationary subsets of ω1.
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§2. Forcing axioms

Many of the consequences of MM that do not follow

from PFA are actually consequences of stationary

set reflection principles. For example:

Definition 2.2. WRP, the weak reflection princi-

ple holds at κ ≥ ω1 iff ∀S ⊆ [κ]ℵ0 stationary

∃X ⊆ κ (|X | = ℵ1 and S ∩ [X ]ℵ0 stationary).

• MM implies WRP at all κ ≥ ω1.

• WRP implies that every local club subset of

[ω2]
ℵ0 contains a club.

S ⊂ [κ]ℵ0 is a local club iff

{X ∈ [κ]ℵ1
:S ∩ [X ]ℵ0 contains a club in [X ]ℵ0}

contains a club in [κ]ℵ1 .
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§2. Forcing axioms

For example, for each α ∈ [ω1, ω2) let Cα ⊂ [α]ℵ0

be club of order type ω1, and set

S =
⋃

{Cα :α ∈ [ω1, ω2)}.

Then S is a local club in [ω2]
ℵ0 .

It follows that if M ⊂ V are models and ωM
2 = ω2

then ([ω2]
ℵ0)M is a local club in ([ω2]

ℵ0)V .

In particular, if V is a model of MM and M is

an inner model that computes ω2 correctly, then

([ω2]
ℵ0)M contains a club.
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§2. Forcing axioms

Theorem 2.3 (Gitik). Suppose V ⊂W and RW 6⊂

V . Then ([ω2]
ℵ0)W \ V is stationary.

The following is now immediate.

Theorem 2.4 (Veličković). If V is a model of

MM and M is an inner model that computes ω2

correctly, then RV ⊂M .

Justin Moore has recently introduced a reflection

principle that follows from PFA. Most of what

we have to say today comes from analyzing this

principle.
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§3. The mapping reflection principle

Definition 3.5. Let θ be regular and let X be

uncountable. Let M ≺ Hθ be countable and such

that [X ]ℵ0 ∈ M . Σ ⊆ [X ]ℵ0 is M -stationary

iff for all E ∈ M such that E ⊆ [X ]ℵ0 is club,

Σ ∩ E ∩M 6= ∅.

For example, for each α < ω1 let α = K0
α ⊔ K1

α

be a partition. Let θ be regular and sufficiently

large, let X = ω1 and let M ≺ Hθ be countable.

Let α = M ∩ ω1. Then one of K0
α and K1

α is

M -stationary.

Recall that the Ellentuck topology on [X ]ℵ0 is

obtained by declaring a set open iff it is the union

of sets of the form

[x,N ] = {Y ∈ [X ]ℵ0
:x ⊂ Y ⊆ N}

where N ∈ [X ]ℵ0 and x ⊂ N is finite.
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§3. The mapping reflection principle

Definition 3.6. Σ is an open stationary set map-

ping iff there is an uncountable set X and a regular

cardinal θ such that [X ]ℵ0 ∈ Hθ, dom(Σ) ⊆ [Hθ]
ℵ0

is a club of elementary substructures and for all

M ∈ dom(Σ), X ∈ M and Σ(M) ⊆ [X ]ℵ0 is

open in the Ellentuck topology on [X ]ℵ0 and M -

stationary.

For example, if for each partition α = K0
α ⊔ K1

α

as above, both K0
α and K1

α are open in the order

topology on α, set

Σ(M) = [ω1]
ℵ0 \Ki

α

for each countable M ≺ Hθ, where α = ω1 ∩M

and i is such that K1−i
α is M -stationary. Then Σ

is an open stationary set mapping.
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§3. The mapping reflection principle

Definition 3.7. The Mapping Reflection Principle

MRP holds iff whenever Σ is an open stationary

set mapping, there is a continuous ∈-chain ~N =

(Nξ : ξ < ω1) of elements in the domain of Σ such

that for all limit ordinals ξ < ω1 there is ν < ξ

such that Nη ∩X ∈ Σ(Nξ) for all η ∈ (ν, ξ).

A sequence ~N as above is called a reflecting se-

quence for Σ.

For example, if MRP holds, Σ is as above and ~N

is a reflecting sequence for Σ, then

C = {Nξ ∩ ω1 : ξ < ω1}

is a club set with the property that for every limit

point ξ of C there is i ∈ 2 such that C \ Ki
ξ is

bounded in ξ.
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§3. The mapping reflection principle

Theorem 3.8 (Moore). PFA implies MRP.

MRP has shown to be a very powerful tool.

Theorem 3.9 (Viale). MRP implies κω = κ for

each κ > ω1 of uncountable cofinality. In particu-

lar, MRP implies SCH.

Theorem 3.10 (Sharon). MRP implies ¬�κ,ω for

all κ ≥ ω1.

Using MRP, Moore has settled a famous conjecture

of Shelah.

Theorem 3.11 (Moore). Assume PFA. Then

the class of uncountable linear orders has a five

element basis.
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§4. Adding ω-sequences

Now we return to our original question. Suppose

V ⊆ W are models of the same strong forcing

axiom with the same cardinals. Does it follow that

ORDω1 ∩ V = ORDω1 ∩W ?

We can show that if (ORDω)W 6⊂ V then the first

κ such that (κω)W 6⊂ V is uncountable and has

cofinality ω in V .

In the case of MM, that κ is uncountable follows

from the result of Veličković mentioned above.
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§4. Adding ω-sequences

For PFA, we use the following:

Theorem 4.12 (C., Veličković). Suppose V ⊆W ,

ωV
2 = ωW

2 , and MRP holds in both V and W . Then

RW ⊆ V .

We’ll get back to this result later.

Now assume towards a contradiction that the least

κ such that (κω)W 6⊂ V is regular in V .
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§4. Adding ω-sequences

Todorcevic has shown that PFA implies that c =

ℵ2. This also follows from MRP, as shown by

Moore. This allows us to use the following conse-

quence of a theorem of Džamonja and Shelah:

Theorem 4.13. Assume V ⊆ W are as above

(they have the same cardinals and satisfy a strong

forcing axiom), κ is regular in V and has countable

cofinality in ω. Then there is in W an unbounded

C ⊂ κ such that for every E ⊆ κ club in V , C \E

is finite.

In other words, we are essentially in the situation of

Prikry forcing. This allows us to use the following

result of Cummings and Schimmerling:
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§4. Adding ω-sequences

Theorem 4.14. In the situation above (κ is reg-

ular in V and singular in W of cofinality ω, and

there is in W a C ⊆ κ almost contained in every

club subset of κ in V ), there is in W a �κ,ω-

sequence.

But this is impossible in the presence of MRP, by

the theorem of Sharon mentioned above.

Beyond this result, the situation for ω-sequences

is (mostly) open. This is being investigated by

Viale, a student of Veličković. Strengthening the

assumptions on V and W , the conclusion can be

improved.
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§4. Adding ω-sequences

Theorem 4.15 (Viale). Assume that V ⊆ W

are models with the same cardinals and the same

reals. Assume that W |= MRP and that for each κ,

there is in V a sequence (Aα :α < κ) of disjoint

subsets of κ+ such that in W each Aα ∩ cof(ω) is

stationary. Then (ORDω)W ⊂ V .

It is not clear how restrictive it is to require the

preservation of sequences of stationary sets as

above.

• Larson has noticed that such sequences always

exist for κ = ω assuming only that V ⊆W are

models with the same ω1.
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§4. Adding ω-sequences

The best result as the moment is as follows:

Theorem 4.16 (Viale). Assume that V ⊆ W are

models with the same cardinals and the same reals.

Assume that W |= MRP and that κ is least such

that (κω)W * V (so cfV (κ) = ω).

1. For every W -regular λ < κ, there is a sta-

tionary set in κ+ consisting of ordinals of

V -cofinality λ which is not stationary in W .

2. If κ = ℵV
ω then κ is V -Jónsson, i.e. any

algebra on κ in V has a proper subalgebra of

the same size in W . (So, if V and W have the

same bounded subsets of κ then κ is actually a

Jónsson cardinal in W .)
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§5. Adding ω1-sequences

How about ω1-sequences? The results here are still

very tentative. Of course, using almost disjoint

coding, we have:

• If V ⊆ W , ωV
2 = ωW

2 , PFA holds in W and

RW ⊂ V , then P(ω1)
W ⊂ V .

Can we prove this result assuming MRP instead

of PFA? The problem is that (by an old result of

Shelah on countable support iterations) MRP does

not imply MA (and Miyamoto has announced that

it does not even imply that there are no Suslin

trees).

• It is open whether MRP implies that there are

no weak Kurepa trees. If it does, then MRP

suffices above.
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§5. Adding ω1-sequences

Definition 5.17. Let (T,<) be a tree of height

and size ℵ1. T is a weak Kurepa tree iff it has more

than ℵ1 many branches. If, moreover, the levels of

T are countable, then T is a Kurepa tree.

On the other hand, we have the following, as a par-

ticular case of a more general result on saturation

of Aronszajn trees:

Theorem 5.18 (König, Larson, Moore, Veličk-

ović). MRP implies that there are no Kurepa trees.

Once we know that P(ω1) is in the inner model,

the problem reduces to prove a form of covering.

Results of Cummings, Foreman and Magidor indi-

cate that this problem has deep connections with

pcf theory.
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§6. Coding reals

Recall Theorem 4.12 above:

Theorem 4.12 (C., Veličković). Suppose V ⊆W ,

ωV
2 = ωW

2 , and MRP holds in both V and W . Then

RW ⊆ V .

Can we eliminate the assumption that V |= MRP?

If we replace MRP with MM, then Veličković’s

result says that we can.

With MRP (or PFA) this is still open. There is

a scenario suggesting that we cannot replace PFA

with BPFA.
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§6. Coding reals

We know very little about what V needs to be like

if ωV
2 = ωW

2 and W |= MRP.

In this situation, it must be the case that

V |= ADL(R).

What we know is quite weak.

• V |= Πe 1
1-determinacy.

Of course, if V and W agree on cardinals, then

V |= ¬�κ for each κ > ω, so (by results of Steel)

ADL(R) holds in V . If ωV
3 = ωW

3 then (by results

of Schimmerling) PD holds.
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§6. Coding reals

I want to say a few words about Theorem 4.12.

Both the result and its proof have some interesting

applications.

Theorem 6.19 (C., V.). Assume BPFA. Then

there is a well-ordering of Hℵ2
, ∆1 definable over

Hℵ2
in parameter a subset of ℵ1.

Previous results (of Woodin, Todorčević, Moore)

depended on coding via P(ω1)/NSω1
and therefore

the resulting well-ordering was ∆2. It is still open

whether MM implies that there is a definable well-

ordering of R without parameters.

By recent results of Asperó, the existence of such

a well-ordering is consistent with PFA.
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§6. Coding reals

Here, BPFA, the bounded proper forcing axiom,

is a localized version of PFA whose consistency

strength is much smaller. It is equivalent to the

statement that

Hℵ2
≺1 V

P

for any proper forcing P.

Theorem 6.20 (C., V.). It is consistent that there

is minimal model of BPFA, i.e., a model of BPFA

such that no proper inner model satisfies BPFA.

Whether this was possible had been asked by Sy

Friedman. The point here is that no additional

coding machinery is necessary (as in the analogous

result for MA): The coding for Theorem 4.12

(provable from BPFA) suffices for this.
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§6. Coding reals

The logic L (I) is obtained by adding to first order

logic the binary quantifier I. If M = (M, . . . ) is a

structure,

M |= Ix, y (ϕ(x), ψ(y))

iff

|{a ∈M :M |= ϕ(a)}| = |{b ∈M :M |= ψ(b)}|.

Let VI denote the set of (Gödel numbers) for the

validities of L (I).

Theorem 6.21 (Väänänen). 1. VI is neither Σ1
2

nor Π1
2.

2. It is consistent with MA that VI is Σ1
3.
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§6. Coding reals

Theorem 6.22 (C., V.). Assume BPFA. Then

VI is not lightface projective, and in fact is not

first order definable (without parameters) over

Lℵ2
(P(ω1)).

And, in fact, using Steel’s result that MRP implies

ADL(R), we get:

Theorem 6.23 (C., V.). If PFA holds, then VI is

not ordinal definable in L(R).
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§6. Coding reals

How do we prove Theorem 4.12?

We devise a coding of reals by triples of ordinals

(β, γ, δ) such that ω1 < β < γ < δ < ω2 and β, γ, δ

have cofinality ω1. If r is coded by (β, γ, δ), this is

witnessed by a continuous sequence

(Nξ : ξ < ω1)

of countable sets with union δ. This coding de-

pends on a C-sequence (Cα :α < ω1), which is the

parameter in the definition of the well-ordering

mentioned above.

Recall that (Cα :α < ω1) is a C-sequence iff each

Cα+1 = {α} and for each α limit, Cα ⊂ α is cofinal

and has order type ω.
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§6. Coding reals

The coding itself depends on oscillations defined

using the members of the C-sequence correspond-

ing to approximations of β, γ, δ.

Assuming MRP and using the reflecting sequences

obtained from the mapping stationary map Σ men-

tioned above coming from a family of partitions of

each ξ < ω1 as ξ = K0
ξ ⊔ K1

ξ into open sets, we

obtain that each triple (β, γ, δ) “codes something”,

though that something is not necessarily a real.
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§6. Coding reals

A soft argument using this fact shows that if each

real is coded by a triple and V ⊆ W agree on the

value of ω2 and satisfy MRP then RW ⊂ V .

This is because if ~C ∈ V is a C-sequence and

r ∈ R is coded in W with respect to C by (β, γ, δ)

as witnessed by (Nξ : ξ < ω1) then in V there

is ~M = (Mξ : ξ < ω1) club in δ witnessing that

(β, γ, δ) “codes something”. But on a club of

ξ < ω1, Mξ = Nξ and the coding is local enough

that this guarantees that on any limit point of this

club, what ~M codes is in fact r.
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§6. Coding reals

If r is a real, a reflecting sequence for an appropri-

ate open map Σr gives us a sequence coding r as

required. All that is needed then is that Σr is a

stationary set mapping.

This is not obvious, but a game argument that

allows us to construct Skolem hulls of Hℵ4
in a

very controlled manner shows that this is indeed

the case.

An argument using Moore’s proof that PFA implies

MRP, which actually shows that the forcing notion

adding a reflecting sequence for a given open sta-

tionary map Σ is proper, allows us to replace MRP

with BPFA in the statement of Theorem 4.12.
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